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Reply to the reviewer 1:

1- There are many references in the paper relating to the analysis of Richards’ problem. Since, it is apparent, most of them are in Hydrology and porous media journals. This paper is in the field of Mathematical Hydrology which is fitted completely with the scope of a hydrology journal. Please see one of the last articles in numerical analysis of Richard s’ problem:

In the aforementioned article, the authors have investigated the Richard’s problem by using Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM) but the strength of current research (HPM and VIM) is using the easier procedures and less computations than ADM. Please see just some references of the article to show the fitness with hydrology scope:


2- The articles relating to the analytical investigation of RE problem as a strongly nonlinear problem, are so limited. Actually, the authors made a detailed literature review in this field and presented the available numerical and analytical solutions for Richard’s problem. About the analytical methods, Please see the following references:


In the mentioned articles, the authors investigated the problem using ADM and perturbation methods. There is detailed description in the article about the merits of HPM and VIM to perturbation methods. Moreover, they require less computation in comparison to ADM. Since, recently, many complex and strongly nonlinear problems in the field of Porous Media and Fluid Mechanic are investigating using theses methods. For example: H. Bararnia, E. Ghasemi, S. Soleimani, A.Barari, D.D.Ganji, HPM- Pade’


3- The authors are thankful for the kind issues of reviewer. I recommend the kind reviewer to consider some of the aforementioned articles in the field of Hydrology and Fluid Mechanics. Some of the relevant articles would be added to the final version of article. 4- There is not limitation for higher n values and surely, it is possible to achieve
more accurate nonlinear model and results. But, as it is clear, by considering the higher values of \( n \), the computations takes so long and the equations length would be so long to mention. But, as it is proved, the methods used are so qualified for nonlinear problem because of high accuracy and less computation than the other methods. Just by a short search in the Scopus, kind reviewer can find that, the most high cited articles in the Engineering field belong to papers of Prof. J.H.He and Prof. Ganji on the application of HPM and VIM methods in complex and nonlinear problems in engineering sciences.

5- The equations solved one form of RE, only similar to the general form of Burgers’ equation. Moreover, the equation is obtained through transform, and the original form of the equation is in fact RE. The equation considered in the paper pointed out by the respected reviewer is a KdV- Burger equation which is different from the one considered in the present paper. Experience with solving the general form of Burgers’ equation will help in solving similar forms of RE, which has been pointed out in the paper.

6- Solving a nonlinear problem by means of HPM begins with a trial-function of the same order of the original problem with some unknown parameters, followed by constructing a linear differential equation whose solution is the chosen trial-function. The next step is to construct such a homotopy that when the homotopy parameter \( p=0 \), it becomes the above constructed linear equation; and when \( p=1 \), it turns out to be the original nonlinear equation. The changing process of \( p \) from zero to unity is just that of the trial-function (initial solution) to the exact solution. To approximately solve the problem, the solution is expanded into a series of \( p \), just like that of the classical perturbation method. Generally, one iteration is enough, but the solution is always obtained with three steps at most. The respected reviewer can refer to the following two papers to see that the equations considered are highly nonlinear ones:

7- Actually, using the high order RE can achieve the better results but it would be so difficult to analysis the highly nonlinear problems using analytical and numerical methods. In the current research the aim of authors is to present approximate solutions by two new and powerful but simple analytical methods with clear merits to the available methods. The high accuracy is apparent from the figures for the highly nonlinear ones. The successful application of the novel methods considered in solving one dimensional case will pave the way for future research towards exploring more complex situations. This is the subject of ongoing research by the authors. 8- Please see : Nasseri, M., Shaghaghian, M.R., Daneshbod, Y. and Seyyedian, H. (2008). An analytical Solution of Water Transport in Unsaturated Porous Media. Journal of Porous Media, Vol. 11, Issue 6, pp. 591-601.

Please also note the Supplement to this comment.
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